Mary Mack/Furrem be me heen

Traditional Gaelic/Scottish

Lively \( \mathcal{L} = 120 \)

MELODY

```
Cm
```

3

```
Cm
```

```
Mary Mack's mither's makin' Mary Mack marry me and
```

5

```
b\flat
```

```
ma mither's makin' me marry Mary Mack, Oh I'll
```

7

```
Cm
```

```
need to marry Mary tae get Mary tae tak' care of me, We'll
```

9

```
Cm
```

```
all be makin' merr-ry when I marry Mary Mack!
```

11

```
```

```
```

```
Furrem be me heen Zanna vis ma gorchas,
```

13

```
b\flat
```

```
Furrem be me heen Zanna vis ma gorchas, Furrem be me heen
```

16

```
```

```
Zanna vis ma gorchas, Furrem be me heen vee ma gorchas zan.
```

Traditional Gaelic/Scottish
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PART 1 (Mary Mack)

Mary Mack's mither's makin' Mary Mack marry me and

PART 2 (Furrem be me heen)

Furrem be me heen Zanna vis ma gorchas,

Ma mither's makin' me marry Mary Mack, Oh I'll

Furrem be me heen Zanna vis ma gorchas,

need to marry Mary tae get Mary tae tak' care of me, We'll

Furrem be me heen Zanna vis ma gorchas,

all be makin' merry when I marry Mary Mack!

Furrem be me heen vee ma gorchas zan.